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10 Abstract11

12

We report on the conception and first tests of the General Purpose Ion Buncher (GPIB), the13

radio-frequency beam-cooler and buncher that will supply the DESIR (Decay, Excitation and14

Storage of Radioactive Ions) experimental hall to be constructed to complement the SPIRAL115

and SPIRAL2 facilities in GANIL. Its goals are both to reduce the emittance and if necessary16

to bunch the radioactive ion beam from the GANIL production facilities to adapt it to the needs17

of the different experimental setups in the DESIR hall. The mechanical design is similar to the18

existing ISCOOL quadrupole at ISOLDE but the new radio-frequency system enables a much19

stronger radial confinement. The GPIB is developed at LP2i Bordeaux1 in parallel with the20

PIPERADE double Penning trap and a beamline has been constructed there to characterize both.21

The cooling of a 30 keV beam to an emittance of 3 �.mm.mrad and a transmission above 80%22

in continuous mode is demonstrated for currents up to a few nA. Some first results concerning23

the bunching mode are also shown though this mode is still under development.24

25

1. Introduction26

The progress in the knowledge of the atomic nucleus has for decades been strongly correlated to the advances of the27

production of more and more exotic nuclei. Among the new generation of facilities presently under construction is the28

SPIRAL2 one at GANIL which will make new regions of the chart of nuclides accessible and deliver beams of exotic29

nuclei with sufficiently high production rates to make precision studies possible where only limited measurements were30

feasible up to now. A new low-energy experimental hall will be constructed from 2023 onwards in the framework of this31

project. As pictured in Fig. 1, the DESIR hall [1, 2] will receive beams from the upgraded SPIRAL1 [3] installation,32

from the low-energy branch of the new Super Separator Spectrometer (S3) [4] also part of SPIRAL2 and from a33

production building that could be constructed on a longer timescale. All these beams are ISOL-like, being extracted34

either from a target-ion source system or from a gas catcher. These beams thus have a low energy (typically below35

60 keV), a good optical quality and generally a 1+ charge state (potentially also 2+ for cryogenic temperature gas36

catchers).37

SPIRAL1 will produce mostly light ions from fragmentation and possibly heavier ions with fusion-evaporation38

reactions. S3 will produce neutron-deficient nuclei from light N=Z nuclei up to superheavy ones that will be stopped39

in a gas cell. The production building would deliver mainly fission fragments but possibly also fusion-evaporation40

products. DESIR will accordingly benefit from a large variety of exotic nuclei with high intensities and in a very wide41

range of masses to investigate nuclear structure, nuclear astrophysics or fundamental interactions. For these purposes,42

state of the art setups are being developed to use decay or laser spectroscopy as well as various electromagnetic traps43

(Paul, Penning and MR-ToF-MS).44

Most of these setups put strong constraints on the beam characteristics as will be detailed in the next section. A45

low transverse emittance is also often desirable be it only for efficient transport at low energy through the beamlines.46

This is the reason why it was decided to develop a general purpose ion cooler and buncher (referred to as "GPIB"47

1LP2i Bordeaux was known as Centre d’Études Nucléaires de Bordeaux-Gradignan (CENBG) before the name was changed in 2022
Email address: gerbaux@lp2ib.in2p3.fr ( M. Gerbaux)
ORCID(s): 0000-0002-3852-2643 ( M. Gerbaux)
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Figure 1: Overview of the future DESIR hall in GANIL. The beams coming from S3 and SPIRAL1 arrive respectively from
left and bottom left, can pass (or not) through a high-resolution magnetic separator (HRS) and then enter the DESIR
hall passing through the GPIB (circled in red). Many parts of the hall equipment (HV cages, cranes, laser room, some
detectors...) have been omitted for clarity.

hereafter1) that will be placed at the entrance of the DESIR hall and through which all the beams delivered to DESIR48

will pass.49

Radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ) coolers were first developed for Penning-trap mass spectrometry and laser spec-50

troscopy by the ISOLTRAP collaboration [5] and the JYFL-IGISOL team [6]. These devices are now widespread and51

have become standard tools at radioactive-ion-beam facilities delivering low-energy beams. RFQ coolers provide a52

transverse radiofrequency (RF) quadrupole field to confine injected ions that cool from collisions with buffer gas. An53

axial DC field is also required to push the cooled ions towards the end of the structure where an accumulation volume54

can be present if the cooler has also a bunching function. Many designs exist [7–14] with a large variety of inner55

diameter and length, in the shape and segmentation of the electrodes providing the axial DC and/or RF potentials, in56

the waveform of the radiofrequency signal or in the temperature of operation. Among these, ISCOOL [15–18] was57

devised as a general-purpose cooler and buncher for the High Resolution Separator beamline at the ISOLDE facil-58

ity and features segmented DC electrodes that are separate from the (continuous) RF system avoiding the need of a59

matching circuit. It also has rather large dimensions which is beneficial to reduce space charge effects, especially60

when bunching is desired. Apart from a few minor improvements, the GPIB follows the same mechanical design61

choice as ISCOOL while a different option was chosen concerning the radiofrequency generation so as to allow higher62

RF-voltage amplitudes and frequencies to improve the confining power.63

1Not to be confused with the old IEEE-488 interface bus
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Setups Energy dispersion Time dispersion Repetition rate

Laser spectroscopy < 1 eV < 10 µs 1 - 200 Hz
Penning trap a few eV ∼ µs 1 - 30 Hz
MR-ToF-MS < a few 10 eV < 100 ns 50 - 100 Hz

Table 1

Rough estimates of the characteristics of the ion bunches needed for various types of setups.

2. Requirements64

Radiation safety constraints limit the incoming beam intensity in DESIR to around 108 ions per second for most65

of the produced radionuclides though it can go up to 1010 ions per second in some specific cases. The GPIB was then66

designed to handle up to some nA of continuous beam while maintaining a high transmission. In addition, many of67

the experiments in the DESIR hall require bunched beam with up to 105 ions per bunch and repetition rates between68

one and a few hundreds bunches per second. The GPIB has thus to be able to trap large samples of ions for durations69

ranging from milliseconds to seconds and release them in a well controlled way. Such a large capacity is also desirable70

in the case of highly contaminated beams (as is often the case for very exotic nuclei) though in the present version71

of the layout the incoming beam can be cleaned by passing through a high resolution magnetic dipole separator (see72

Fig. 1) if desired.73

The quality of a particle beam can be described by both transverse and longitudinal emittances. The first one,74

taking into account both the transverse spread of the ions and their angular deviation to the beam axis, is crucial as75

low emittance is necessary to limit the beam losses during the transport especially when injection in a strong magnetic76

field is needed as in a Penning trap. The spatial spread of an ion cloud after injection in a trap is directly linked to77

the beam transverse emittance and it is desirable to limit this spread to avoid probing both the electric and magnetic78

field imperfections that increase away from the center of the traps. The different setups in the DESIR hall need a79

transverse emittance lower than a few �.mm.mrad be it in continuous or bunched mode. The incoming beam will80

typically have a transverse emittance of the order of several tens of �.mm.mrad if it has not been cooled before. The81

GPIB specifications were defined so as to reduce the transverse emittance from 80 down to 3 �.mm.mrad for a 60 keV82

beam.83

For bunched beams, the longitudinal emittance combines energy and time spread. In these domains, the various84

setups have different needs rough estimates of which are given in table 1. The most stringent requirements for energy85

dispersion are due to laser spectroscopy as the precision of the measurement is directly linked to this spread. The MR-86

ToF-MS is the most demanding application concerning time dispersion for the same reason. Concerning the Penning87

traps the specification on these spreads is mainly a matter of efficiency. Some other experiments need continuous beam88

and the GPIB can thus be operated in cooling-only mode. As all the beams used in the DESIR hall will pass through89

the GPIB, it is crucial to keep a good transmission be it in continuous or bunching mode. Finally, as the incoming90

beam can be continuous hence preventing the use of a pulsed drift tube to slow it down without losses, the GPIB must91

be operated on a high-voltage platform.92

3. Mechanical design93

The mechanical design of the GPIB (see Fig. 2) is very close to the ISCOOL cooler and buncher developed at94

CERN and in operation on the HRS beamline at ISOLDE since 2008. ISCOOL is extensively described in [15]. The95

RF and DC voltages are decoupled as RF is applied on four unsegmented rods while a DC gradient along the beam96

axis is created thanks to 25 electrodes surrounding the rods with four wedges entering the quadrupole structure. Far97

from the entrance and exit the DC part of the potential on axis is approximately one quarter of the potential applied to98

the electrode at the same axial position. Two plates (last injection and first extraction electrodes) close the structure99

with holes having 9 mm diameter at the entrance and 3 mm at the exit. The overall length of this closed structure is100

796mm. The minimal distance between the optical axis and the RF rods is r0 = 20mm. Additional pairs of aperture101

electrodes are placed immediately before and after the structure to ensure good injection and extraction of the beam.102

They are mechanically separated from the rest of the RFQ and the small apertures ensure both a good confinement of103

the buffer gas and a reduced fringe field out of the RFQ.104

The first main difference with ISCOOL is the alignment system which was identified as a weakness. The new105
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Figure 2: CAD view of the GPIB showing the di�erent electrodes and the new alignment system going through the vacuum
chamber lid. The beam is coming from the left and goes �rst through a conical grounded electrode electrically connected to
a hollow cylinder with an exit aperture of 12mm diameter. It then enters the GPIB itself through three injection electrodes
whose central holes have diameters of 8, 4 and 9 mm. Inside the GPIB, the twenty-�ve DC segments can be seen (light
blue). Finally the beam exits the GPIB through three extraction electrodes whose central holes have diameters of 3, 3 and
10 mm and a grounded electrode similar to the entrance one. The top-left inset is a cut showing only the central part of
the GPIB to highlight the shape of the DC segments and show the RF feedings (in orange) to the quadrupole rods (in dark
grey) through the 13tℎ (top and bottom rods, also visible on the global drawing) and 14tℎ (left and right rods) segments.
The bu�er gas is injected through the 12tℎ electrode (the feeding pipe is not pictured).

system of the GPIB has been designed at LP2iB so that the alignment can be performed from outside the vacuum106

chamber. The DC segments, RF rods and end plates form a rigid assembly attached to the vacuum chamber lid by107

a mechanical system allowing for lateral and longitudinal movement. The first two injection and last two extraction108

electrodes are connected to the vacuum chamber itself.109

The second modification is the connection between the RF supply system and the quadrupole rods. Since much110

higher voltages are applied to the rods compared to ISCOOL, the connectors had to be moved from the extremity to111

the middle of the rods (passing through DC electrodes). Bigger insulators had also to be used to avoid sparking. The112

twenty-five DC segments have various lengths along the beam axis, depending on the precision needed on the shape of113

the DC gradient that guides the ions towards the exit of the GPIB. Segments number 1, 2, 20 and 21 are 19mm long,114

segments 3 to 19 are 39mm long and the last four segments (22 to 25) have a much smaller length (9mm) to be able115

to define precisely a potential well when bunching is desired (see section 5.3). The segments are separated by Al2O3116

spacers on the outer part of the assembly as can be seen in Fig. 2.117

4. Gas injection and pumping systems118

4.1. Helium injection system119

The buffer gas injection system uses a standard 50 L gas cylinder lying on the side of the vacuum chamber (at high120

voltage) with a standard pressure regulator which is then connected to a mass flow controller (Brooks SLA5850S) to121

regulate the amount of He injected inside the GPIB. A stainless steel tube is used between the mass flow controller and122

the vacuum chamber to ensure a leak-tight connection and thereby keep the He (grade 6.0) pure. Inside the chamber a123

PEEK tube carries the gas to the mid-point of the RFQ to ensure both flexibility for alignment and electrical insulation.124

The RFQ has a closed geometry so the gas is quite well confined inside the trapping volume and escapes mainly from125
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the two ends. The response time of the flow regulation is of the order of a second. At its maximum opening, the flow126

controller delivers 50 cm3min−1 of He in standard conditions for temperature and pressure. According to Molflow+127

simulations [19] this corresponds to a pressure in the center of the GPIB of roughly 1.6 Pa (i.e. 1.6 × 10−2mbar).128

Molflow+ is a Monte-Carlo code the optimal reliability domain of which is when collisions can be neglected (ballistic129

regime). This is clearly not the case in the center of the GPIB as it operates at typical pressures for which the gas flow130

can be considered neither viscous nor molecular. The agreement between simulations and experimental results (Fig.131

9) however shows the MolFlow+ value is probably not too bad.132

4.2. Pumping system133

The pumping system is crucial as He gas is continuously injected in the center of the GPIB while good vacuum134

must be maintained elsewhere in the beamline. Primary vacuum is achieved in the chamber by means of two dry scroll135

pumps of respectively 15 m3/h and 35 m3/h. High vacuum is maintained by three turbomolecular pumps:136

• one ⌀ 250 mm 2200 L/s pump mounted directly on the main vacuum chamber (see Fig. 2)137

• two ⌀ 200 mm 1600 L/s pumps attached to the 4-way crosses on either sides of the main chamber138

These are able to maintain a pressure around a few 10−7 mbar in the beamline out of the GPIB chamber while He is139

injected in the RFQ at full flow.140

5. Electrical design141

5.1. HV platform142

The GPIB sits on a high-voltage platform the voltage of which (typically 29.9 kV for a 30 keV beam) is set in143

reference to the ion source HV platform through a 0-400 V DC power supply (Delta Elektronica SM 400-AR-4).144

This way the ion energy is subject only to the small fluctation of this power supply (ripple and noise of the order of145

15mV) and independent of the stability of the HV power supply (ripple of the order of 30V). Two 5 kVA isolation146

transformers, one for the ion source and one for the GPIB, decouple the electronics from the wall-plug ground. A third147

platform is used downstream that can be either grounded to transport the beam at the nominal energy or set 3 kV below148

the voltage of the GPIB platform. In this last case, the ions are extracted from the GPIB at 3 keV which is useful for149

two main reasons:150

• when injecting into a Penning trap the final energy of the ion when reaching the center of the trap must be151

smaller than its charge times the trapping voltage (typically a few 10 V). With an initial energy of 3 keV rather152

than 30 keV the deceleration can be smoother allowing low losses in the transfer,153

• electrostatic (i.e. mass independent) ion optics can more easily be used to deflect and focus the beam after the154

GPIB extraction electrodes.155

5.2. RF circuit156

5.2.1. Frequency range157

The equations of motion of an ion inside the RFQ take the form of Mathieu’s differential equations [20–22]. These158

have stable (i.e. not diverging) solutions only for limited ranges of the two Mathieu dimensionless parameters q and a159

linking the trap parameters and the ion mass to charge ratio as follows160

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

q = QURF
�2mr20f

2

a = QUDC
�2mr20f

2

(1)

whereQ and m are the charge and mass of the ion, URF is the amplitude of the RF voltage applied with 180° phase161

difference to the two pairs of rods, r0 is the distance between the axis and the RF poles, f is the frequency andUDC can162

either be a DC voltage applied between the pair of rods or between axial electrodes. When no DC voltage is applied163
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between the pairs of RF rods and if the DC gradient along the axis is neglected (i.e. a = 0), a stable trajectory can be164

achieved if 0 ⩽ q ≲ 0.908.165

If one looks for a stronger confinement to counter the effect of Coulomb explosion when a high number of ions166

are accumulated in the trap, a higher URF is needed as in the low q region the maximum density of ions that can be167

trapped scales with the square of URF and inversely with the square of f [23]. To keep the stability it follows from168

the condition on q that f must also be increased. This can be simply understood as if the confining force due to the169

RF electric field is higher in one plane, the deconfining force in the orthogonal plane is similarly higher. It is then170

necessary to switch the polarity faster to keep the ions confined in a small distance from the axis. The lighter the ions171

are the higher the frequency must be.172

A widely used quantity to estimate the cooler confining power is the pseudopotential, classically defined by:

D =
QU2RF

4�2mr20f
2
=
qURF
4

(2)

In this approximation, it is considered that the average effect of the oscillating RF potential over one period results173

in a simple harmonic restoring force confining the ions around the axis. The ion motion is then simply approximated174

by a fast and low-amplitude motion at the RF driving frequency (micromotion) superimposed with a slow and large-175

amplitude oscillation in the potential well (secular motion). The depth of the potential well thus gives an estimate of the176

strength of the confinement that can be compared directly to the transverse energy per charge unit of the ions. It should177

however be pointed out that the aforementioned approximation is fully valid only while the micromotion amplitude178

is negligible compared to the secular motion one, i.e. while a and q2 ≪ 1. This is usually not the regime in which179

the GPIB works (see subsection 7.3). If one calculates the pseudopotential regardless of this, the depth obtained as an180

example for 39K and q = 0.7 isD ≈ 200V if URF = 1125V andD ≈ 500V if URF = 2900V (maximum value of the181

RF voltage for such a mass). At its highest RF voltage for such a mass and q value, the pseudopotential in ISCOOL182

would in comparison be around 35V.183

The GPIB being designed to handle large samples of ions with masses from a few up to a few hundreds of atomic184

mass units, the maximum voltage amplitude was chosen to be U (max)RF = 3.9 kV (7.8 kV difference at max between two185

adjacent rods). Keeping this voltage at all times would result in minimal working frequencies ranging from 600 kHz186

(m = 250 u) to 4.7 MHz (m = 5 u) to stay in the stability region. It is also worth mentioning that this can be worsened187

when the ion density is increased as space-charge has a similar effet as adding a DC potential between the pairs of188

poles (meaning the Mathieu a parameter is no longer 0). This thereby tends to reduce the range of the q parameter for189

which ion trajectories are stables down to q ≈ 0.68 at which value the maximum charge density the RFQ can confine190

is reached [24]. Such an upper limit on q would shift the minimal working frequency range to 700 kHz-5.4 MHz if a191

4 kV amplitude was kept. As will be seen in section 5.2.2, this exceeds the circuit’s capabilities and such an amplitude192

will be accessible only below 1MHz as illustrated in figure 3.193

5.2.2. Design194

The RF power circuit of the GPIB was designed taking inspiration from the SHIRaC2 RFQ cooler [25] developed195

at LPC Caen in the framework of the SPIRAL2 project. As can be seen in Fig. 4 it is composed of the following196

elements:197

• A function generator (Agilent 33500B) which drives the frequency with 10 V maximal output.198

• A 500W class-A solid-state amplifier (Prâna GN500). Its frequency band extends from 100 kHz to 200MHz199

which covers the whole range of frequency needed. As the power at the input must be limited to 10 dBm (i.e.200

10mW) which is lower than what the function generator can deliver, an attenuator is placed in between for safety201

purpose. A second one is used at the output of the amplifier when working at intermediate voltages (URF ≲202

2 kV) to minimize the wear of the amplifier that works best around full power. It can be removed within minutes203

if very high RF voltages are needed.204

• A custom-made transformer balun circuit (see Fig. 5) so as to both balance the signal between the two pairs205

of rods in the RFQ and rise the voltage. It is a RLC circuit the capacitance of which is the combination of the206

intrinsic RFQ capacitance and the one of a motorized accordable capacitor ranging from 50 to 2200 pF (National207

Electronics CVB 2300AS/15). This latter enables tuning the circuit so that it operates at resonance whatever208
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Figure 3: The coloured bands represent the frequency range for which the Mathieu parameter meets the condition
0.2 ≤ q ≤ 0.68 (see subsection 5.2.1 for details) as a function of the mass of the singly-charged ions trapped in the GPIB
shown for di�erent RF voltage amplitudes. The upper frequency bound corresponds to the maximal frequency reachable
with the S24-24 windings while the lower bound is the minimal frequency for the S38-38 windings. For the last plot, the
frequency range is cut at 1MHz as 3.9 kV is the maximal voltage reachable by the S32-32 circuits and cannot be reached
by the S24-24 one (see table 2).

Function
generator

20 dB 6 dB 
Primary
winding

RFQ

Power
amplifier

Adjustable
ground

Tunable
capacitor

Secondary
windings

Directional
coupler

Osc. ch1 Osc. ch2

Osc. ch3

Osc. ch4

attenuatorattenuator

Figure 4: Schematic of the RF system of the GPIB. The measurement channels are pictured in gray. The �rst
attenuator is to ensure that the maximum input voltage of the ampli�er can not be reached. The second one is
removable and only used to minimize the wear of the ampli�er when working at intermediate voltages (URF ≲ 2 kV).

the frequency needed to confine the ions in the RFQ. The inductance part is that of the transformer coils formed209

around a PTFE hollow cylinder (air-coupling). The resulting coupling coefficient is close to 60%. Air coupling210

was chosen to avoid heating of the core which was found to be enough to demagnetize ferrites.211

Three different air-coupled windings have been designed to be able to reach resonance for frequencies between212

260 and 2150 kHz corresponding to masses between 10 and several hundred atomic mass units (see table 2).213
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Circuits S38-38 S32-32 S24-24

Mandrel ⌀ (mm) 40 40 20

Primary (turns) 2 2 2

Secondary (turns) 2 × 38 2 × 32 2 × 24

Inductance (�H) ≈ 165 ≈ 85 ≈ 17

Frequency range (kHz) 260-720 350-1000 750-2150

RF power transmission
92-100 97-100 75-85

e�ciency (%)

Max voltage (V) ±4600 ±3900 ±2900
Mass range (u) >190 >100 20-170

Table 2

Characteristics of the three circuits used to cover the whole frequency range of the GPIB. The mass range is indicative
and calculated for q = 0.5 and URF = 2 kV.

Note that the mass ranges indicated in the table correspond to a specific q value and a given RF voltage. The214

mass ranges can be shifted for example downwards either by choosing a higher q value or by decreasing the RF215

voltage. Each circuit is mounted inside an air-cooled plastic box that is directly plugged into banana plug sockets216

connected to the RF rods so that it can be changed very easily and within a few minutes.217

• Two HV probes (LeCroy PPE4KV) with a divider ratio of 100:1 are connected to the symmetrized branches of218

the secondary circuit to monitor on an oscilloscope both the voltage and the symmetry on the two pairs of rods219

inside the RFQ. The ground of the secondary circuit can be adjusted (by translation along a copper bar connecting220

the two secondary windings) to restore the symmetry between both pairs if needed. Above 4 kV peak-to-peak221

(URF =2 kV) applied on the rods, these probes could be damaged and other probes based on Rogowski coils are222

under development to overcome this limitation.223

• A −50 dB directional coupler is placed in between the amplifier and the balun circuit to measure the transmitted224

and reflected powers with an oscilloscope. At the maximum power delivered by the amplifier (57 dBm) the225

substracted power is no more than 7 dBm (5 mW) that represents a voltage amplitude of only 0.7V on the 50Ω226

input of an oscilloscope. Minimizing the reflected power by changing the capacitance of the accordable capacitor227

enables tuning the balun circuit so as to reach the best impedance matching at the desired working frequency.228

The maximum voltage amplitude URF that can be applied to the rods is given in good approximation by:229

URF =
√

2PdZ =
√

2PR 2Z
Z + R

 (3)

where Pd is the maximum power transmitted to the balun circuit, P is the maximal output power of the amplifier, R =230

50Ω its output impedance,Z ≈ 500Ω is the impedance of the balun circuit close to resonance and  is the transformer231

ratio that depends on the chosen windings. This maximum amplitude can also be found in table 2.232

5.3. DC circuit233

In addition to the four RF rod-electrodes, the GPIB is composed of 3 injection electrodes, 25 DC segments and 3234

extraction electrodes (see Fig. 2) that can be biased independently to create voltage gradients to guide the ions in and235

along the RFQ and trap or release them at the end. Grounded electrodes placed immediately upstream and downstream236

complete this electrode system. The 25 segments as well as the last injection and first extraction electrodes (INJ03237

and EXT 01) are biased using a 32 channels 0-500 V power supply (ISEG EHS 20105p) with positive polarity. The238

4 outer injection and extraction electrodes are biased with a 4 channels 0-10 kV power supply (ISEG EHS 40100n)239

with negative polarity. Both power supplies have a ripple and noise level below 10 mV peak-to-peak. The last four240

segments and the first extraction electrode can be pulsed to bunch the beam.241

Two bias states – an "open" one at low voltage (a few volts) and a "closed" one at high voltage (>100 V) – switch242

alternately on a common output channel connected to the chosen electrodes of the GPIB by a RG59 BNC cable with243

75Ω characteristic impedance and low linear capacitance. The switching is obtained using a half-bridge transistor244
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Figure 5: (Left) Global view of the balun circuit corresponding to the right-hand side of Fig. 4. The air-coupled windings
are inside the ventilated plastic box on the left, the tunable capacitor is in the middle and its motor inside the metal box
on the right. One of the HV probes is visible in the foreground. (Right) The three di�erent windings respectively suited
for very high frequencies i.e. low masses (top), high frequencies/intermediate masses (middle) and low frequencies/heavy
masses (bottom).

assembly associated with a bootstrap capacitor which provides a virtual reference for the correct operation of the245

transistor in the upper part of the half-bridge. This is based on MOSFET technology components (STP11NM60ND246

from STMicroelectronics) able to withstand up to 600V amplitude. The switching dynamics (90-10% criterion) is247

optimized by an RC load integrated at both inputs and at the common output of the board so that:248

• the rise time from the switching to the blocking state is less than 15 nswhen the amplitude is greater than 100V,249

• the reciprocal fall time is at maximum 90 ns and of the order of 30 ns for amplitudes greater than 100V,250

• both dynamics are associated with low ripples (<5% over 7 µs) and negligible over- or undershoot voltages251

(<10% over 10 ns),252

• the noise is attenuated by at least −50 dB relative to signal (−80 dB on average for amplitudes greater than 50V)253

over the bandwidth from 20Hz to 100MHz.254

Though it can operate at higher rate, the main constraint of the switching circuit is at very low duty cycle opera-255

tion: 1Hz to 10Hz sequences of opening gates between 10 µs to 100 µs as in such a situation the MOSFET transistor256

controlling the switch must be kept closed most of the time (>99%). A high capacitive load (1 µF) is therefore used257

to provide the necessary energy reserve so that the gate-source bias of this transistor is maintained. The switch is258

controlled via an optical coupler (PC817) by a TTL logic signal doubly rectified by a logic gate (CD4011BE) in order259

to ensure the best possible dynamic control signal. The latter drives a power component ("driver" IR2113BPF) which260

provides the gate-source bias voltages necessary for opening and/or closing the transistors. The control signal is a261

3.3V "low TTL" type coming from modules (National Instruments NI9215) of a CompactRio Programmable Logic262

Controllers (PLC) associated with the pulse pattern generator (PPG) through which the user defines the time sequence263

of the switching. Since this module does not have enough current to activate the photodiode of the optical coupler of264

the switch, an intermediate TTL signal amplification board had to be installed. The amplification level thus allows the265

switching delay of each switch to be adjusted and fixed by an integrated potentiometer.266
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6. Operating system267

6.1. Instrumentation268

DESIR beamlines and setups are mainly composed of electrostatic devices and as described in subsection 5.3, the269

GPIB itself requires 36 High-Voltage DC Power Supplies (HV-DC PS). ISEG Multichannel crates are used for several270

reasons. The first one is the large variety of low noise, precise and stable HV PS proposed with module ranges from271

500V to 30 kV maximum voltages. The second one is its ability to concentrate a large number of HV channels in a272

single crate. The GPIB Electronics is in a dedicated rack on a 30 kV HV Platform: a small 19" crate is used to host273

the GPIB HV PS. The third reason is the CC-24 ISEG crate controller with its built-in EPICS Server (see 6.2). We274

developed a SPIRAL2-like EPICS Records Database used on all DESIR ISEG Crates.275

The GPIB RF field generation is described in section 5.2. The instruments controlled are the function generator,276

the RF power amplifier and the AKM Kollmorgen brushless motor equipped with an absolute encoder to tune the277

RF circuit capacitor. Measurements to adjust and monitor the RF circuit resonance (both transmitted and reflected278

RF voltage amplitude and phase) are done using a standard oscilloscope. Beam measurements are done downstream279

and upstream from the GPIB using Faraday cups (FC), beam profile monitors (BPM) and chevron-stack Topag MCP-280

MA33/2 microchannel plates (MCP). The beam position and size are monitored with GANIL-SPIRAL2 BPM [26]281

based on secondary electron emission (PREMS) from a mesh of 47 tungsten wires (0.5mm steps) in both horizontal282

and vertical directions.283

The beam current is measured on GANIL-SPIRAL2 Faraday cups with a −90V biased electron repeller. These284

Faraday cups are equipped with high sensitivity "Picolin" transimpedance amplifiers developed by GANIL for the285

low-intensity CW SPIRAL2 beamline measurements. The highest gain (1 pAV−1) with a filtered signal of 0.5Hz286

bandwidth makes it possible to observe variations of 10 fA on Faraday cups. The output signal is acquired with a287

National Instruments NI9215 ADC module used with a 9012 CompactRio controller. Another Digital I/O module is288

also used to select remotely one of the 8 possible ranges from 1 pAV−1 to 10 µAV−1.289

A second variable gain and high speed transimpedance amplifier (Femto DHPCA-100) is used on the Faraday290

cup downstream from the GPIB to monitor bunched beams. GPIB bunches with sufficient intensity are "scoped"291

with a Red Pitaya acquiring this Femto amplifier output signal. This amplifier is also controlled by the Red Pitaya292

since FPGA developments have been done at LP2iB. The Australian Synchrotron EPICS driver support (see next293

subsection) has been completed and is used to run the FaradayCup EPICS server in the Red Pitaya itself. Another294

Red Pitaya development named "RedpiToF" [27] has been conducted in our lab to implement high speed counting and295

time-of-flight capabilities. We are now using this new development coupled with the MCP detector to measure the296

low-intensity GPIB bunched beam and time dispersion.297

6.2. Control System298

The experimental physics and industrial control system (EPICS) [28] was chosen to be the basic framework for the299

SPIRAL2 control system in 2006 [29]. As the GPIB will be part of the main SPIRAL2/DESIR hall beamline, all the300

equipment needed to operate the GPIB has to be remotely controlled under EPICS [27].301

EPICS is based on clients (operator interfaces) and servers (input/output controllers or IOC) communicating to-302

gether sharing process variables (PVs) on an Ethernet network using a dedicated communication protocol named303

channel access (CA). The architecture of the GPIB EPICS control system is illustrated on Fig. 6. Most of the GPIB304

electronics is embedded on its high-voltage platform. An optical fiber coupled with Ethernet switches ensures galvanic305

isolation and TCP communication of the equipment with the EPICS IOCs running on a CentOS Linux PC.306

Some IOCs are embedded in equipment: this is the case of the ISEG HV multichannel crate (ISEG CC24 Con-307

troller) and the Red Pitaya used for beam intensity and time dispersion measurements. Shared software development308

tools are used such as the SPIRAL2 version of CSS/BOY (CSS-Dev) for defining most of the graphical user interfaces309

(GUIs) and central services like the data archiver or the alarm handler systems. The SPIRAL2 EPICS distribution and310

equipment databases already used at GANIL are shared using GANIL Subversion (SVN) Server.311

EPICS with its CA protocol makes it easily possible to monitor and control any beamline equipment through its312

process variables in many programming languages. Specific Python GUIs needed for the commissioning phase of313

the GPIB have been developed. For example the homemade "Plotpot" application plots in real time the longitudinal314

electric field seen by the ions along the GPIB axis with respect to the voltage applied on the 31 DC electrodes.315
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Figure 6: GPIB control system layout. Black lines represent Ethernet connections while the orange one symbolizes an
optical �ber, the green ones the Pro�net network and the purple one the Process Field Bus. The CentOS Linux PC on
which the EPICS IOCs are running is pictured as a green box.

6.3. Automation316

The SPIRAL2 vacuum systems and interlocks are controlled using dedicated Siemens S7-1500 programmable317

logic controllers (PLC). The Profibus field bus is used by the GPIB vacuum PLC to communicate with turbo-molecular318

pumps and Profinet (Profibus on Ethernet Network) is deployed to manage input-ouput terminal modules (ET 200S)319

distributed along the beam-line and on the high-voltage platforms. Each PLC has its own HMI (Human Machine320

Interface) on a dedicated Touch Panel. These local HMI can be managed from authorized people on distant machines321

through a remote desktop or aWinCC user interface. For the commissioning phase of this project, the Profinet network322

shares the laboratory Ethernet network but at DESIR a dedicated Profinet network will be deployed to secure and323

harden this Automation system. The Modbus-TCP protocol is used to share parameters managed by the PLC such as324

the vacuum pressures and beamline valves status with an EPICS Server (soft IOC running on a Linux machine). The325

control of the GPIB buffer gas injection system, valves or diagnostics insertions are thus easy to reach from any EPICS326

Client interface.327

7. Simulations and first experimental tests328

7.1. PIPERADE beamline at LP2iB329

The GPIB is being developed at LP2iB in parallel and close collaboration with the PIPERADE Penning trap [30]330

which will also be installed in the DESIR hall. A beamline, pictured on Fig. 7, has been mounted at LP2iB to test both331

devices with stable beams and to compare the results with simulations that are presented below in subsection 7.2. A332

Forced Electron Beam Induced Arc Discharge (FEBIAD) ion source is first used to generate ions either from the alkali333

elements naturally present on the inner surfaces of the source or from gas injected in the source with a regulated flow.334

During the measurements reported below, it was used exclusively in the first mode (surface ionization) producing a natK335

beam. The source is on a high-voltage platform set typically at 30 kV so that ions are naturally accelerated to 30 keV336

towards the grounded beamline downstream. All the ion optical elements are electrical so that the settings are mass-337

independent. The beam first goes through two pairs of horizontal and vertical steerers enabling rectification of both a338

misalignment and a tilt of the source with respect to the beamline axis. One of the steering electrodes can be quickly339

switched to deflect the beam towards the beam pipe so as to form a poor man’s beam gate. A first quadrupole triplet340
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Figure 7: CAD view of the PIPERADE test beamline at LP2iB with the main optical elements and beam diagnostics.
If the de�ector [31] on the far right is not used the cooled beam goes straight to the PIPERADE Penning traps [30].
Otherwise the beam can be made to turn 90° either to the left where an emittancemeter will be placed or to the right to
the SPIRAL2 High Resolution Separator [32, 33] also developed at LP2iB.

follows immediately to be able to focus the beam on a first retractable Faraday cup allowing for current measurement.341

Another X-Y steerer and a second quadrupole triplet follow. The latter is the prototype of the triplets that will be used342

in the DESIR hall beamlines. The beam profile can be imaged about 20 cm downstream with the help of a retractable343

multiwire secondary emission monitor ("BPM" on Fig. 7). The beam finally goes through a grounded electrode formed344

of a conical outer part in which a central cylindrical electrode can be slided (see Fig. 2) to precisely set the potential345

close to the entrance of the RFQ which follows immediately. The GPIB itself sits on a second HV platform operated346

a few tens of volts below the one of the source as described in subsection 5.1.347

Everything after the GPIB is on a third platform that can be either grounded if a 30 keV beam is wanted or biased348

with a 3 kV power supply with respect to the first one to extract the beam at 3 keV (the platform voltage with respect349

to earth is then ≈ 27 kV). At this energy a 90° deflector [31] can be used to make the beam turn towards either a350

pepper-pot emittance scanner (Pantechnik 1D EMD-PP V02) or the SPIRAL2 High Resolution Separator [32, 33] also351

developed at LP2iB. If no bending voltage is applied in the deflector the beam goes straight to the PIPERADE Penning352

traps located about 2m downstream.353

7.2. Ion optics simulations354

Simulations of ion trajectories were conducted with the SIMION code [34] that uses a finite difference method355

to solve the Laplace equation for an array of points and hence calculate the electric field at these points. Both the356

RF oscillation of the electric field and the effect of the buffer gas are included via an external LUA script called by357

SIMION. In the simple hard sphere model we used, the collisions of ions with He atoms are purely elastic with no358

charge exchange, the gas atom velocities follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and the buffer gas is not affected359

by the collisions.360

The GPIB being designed to cope with high-charge bunches, a special attention was paid to the space charge effects.361

This can be handled by SIMION at the cost of much heavier and longer calculations but this becomes impractical on362

a standard computer for numbers of ions larger than ∼ 104. A much lighter solution is offered by SIMION with a363

scaling procedure that assigns a n+ charge to each of theN ions flown to simulate the Coulomb effects in aN ×n ions364

cloud. We first benchmarked the reliability of the scaling method in our case up to ∼ 104 ions (see table 3) and found365

an agreement on the simulated emittance for a given total charge well within the error bar (that was of the order of 10%366

for 1000 ions). This shows that simulations with 1000 particles are enough to get reliable trends when scanning the367

parameters and as we are not seeking better precision we thus performed most of the simulations with 1000 particles368

with a scaling factor of 100 on the Coulomb effects to simulate bunches of 105 ions. Due to the large dimensions of369
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Number of Simulated emittances (�.mm.mrad)
simulated ions 103 particles �own 104 particles �own

103 4.41 ± 0.44 -

104 4.36 ± 0.44 4.48± 0.02

105 4.68 ± 0.47 4.72± 0.02

Table 3

Illustration of the consistency of the scaling method for Coulomb repulsion in the SIMION simulations. The �ve simulations
were performed under the same conditions of initial ion geometric and velocity distributions, bu�er gas pressure and voltages.
Only the number of particles actually �own and the scaling factor is changed.
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Figure 8: Simulated e�ect of the RF voltage URF on the tranverse emittance at
√

6-RMS (i.e. including 95% of the ions)

and on the transmission through the whole GPIB when the beam is extracted at 3 keV. The emittance (
√

6-RMS) of the
incoming 30 keV beam before entering the GPIB is set at 25 �.mm.mrad. The bu�er gas pressure is �xed at 2 Pa. The
frequency is varied from 0.489 to 1 MHz so that the Mathieu parameter remains constant at q = 0.5 for a mass m = 102 u.
103 particles were �own in the simulations with a scaling factor of 100 representing 105 singly-charged ions. The lines are
only a guide for the eye. An experimental point measured with a natural potassium beam is also displayed for comparison,
however as the 2 Pa pressure can not be reached with the current �ow meter, the value was extrapolated using the trend
of Fig. 9.

the GPIB, the effect on the emittance is small when the number of ions is increased (a few %) as can also be seen in370

table 3. It can nonetheless be seen for the simulations with 104 particles as the uncertainty is then only 0.4%.371

Simulations were performed to get the trends on transmission and tranverse emittance after the GPIB as a function372

of the buffer gas pressure, the quadrupole field frequency and the RF voltage. The extraction was chiefly simulated at373

3 keV but as we are in a non-relativistic regime the emittance at that energy can simply be converted to what it would374

be at 30 or 60 keV by:375

"(E2) =

√

E1
E2

"(E1) (4)

where "(Ei) denotes the emittance at energy Ei. The emittances reported in Fig. 8 and 9 must thus be divided by a376

factor of respectively ≈ 3.2 and ≈ 4.5 to compare them with the specifications at 30 keV and 60 keV.377

7.3. GPIB in CW mode378

The first tests of the GPIB were performed in continuous beam (CW) mode as it is less demanding for material379

(no HV fast switches needed) as well as for the control system. It is anyhow a mode in which the GPIB will have to380
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Figure 9: Simulated e�ect of the pressure of bu�er gas on the tranverse emittance at
√

6-RMS (95% of the ions) and
on the transmission through the whole GPIB when the beam is extracted at 3 keV. For these simulations, the emittance

(
√

6-RMS) of the incoming beam before entering the GPIB is set at 25 �.mm.mrad, URF = 2 kV, f = 979 kHz (q = 0.5 for
mass m = 102 u). 103 particles were �own in the simulations with a scaling factor of 100 representing 105 singly-charged
ions. The lines are only a guide for the eye. An experimental scan using a natural potassium beam is also displayed for
comparison, the coloured band indicating the 1� con�dence interval. In that case, the pressure is deduced from the �ow
controller settings as described in section 4.1.

work for some of the experiments that do not want bunched beams in DESIR. In such a configuration, transmission381

is one of the key issues while the cooling is expected to be worse than in bunched mode as the ions spend less time382

in the buffer gas (a few 100 µs, depending on initial energy, gas pressure, DC ramp...). It was however not observed383

to depend strongly on the beam current up to at least a few nA (i.e. the upper limit of what is expected for DESIR384

radioactive ion beams) as the ion density stays low in CW mode.385

An electrical sweep type emittance scanner [35] initially built for testing the COLETTE RFQ emittance reduction386

[12, 36, 37] was used to measure the transverse emittance before and after the GPIB in both the horizontal and vertical387

planes. It was first installed after the quadrupole triplet immediately following the ion source (see Fig. 7) and then 1 m388

after the GPIB. The ion source has an emittance of 18�.mm.mrad (± 25%) in each plane at 30 keV quite typical of389

a FEBIAD source but a little lower than what is expected from the GANIL accelerators. When the line is grounded390

downstream from the GPIB (meaning the ions have a 30 keV energy) the measured emittance (Fig. 10) is (2.9 ± 0.5)391

�.mm.mrad consistent with what was expected from the simulations and in compliance with the needs of the setups392

downstream in the DESIR hall.393

The transmission was measured as a function of various parameters (HV platform voltage, buffer gas pressure,394

frequency, RF voltage, beam current...) and especially the Mathieu q parameter with a natK+ beam using the Faraday395

cups before and after the GPIB to get an absolute measurement of the beam current. These are wide enough (40 mm396

diameter) to intercept all the ions with the correct optical settings. For the q parameter scans the frequency was kept397

constant as it is difficult to adjust quickly due to the balun circuit and the voltage was thus varied. The transmission398

depends on all the aforementioned parameters but it was systematically observed to be bad below q = 0.2 and frequently399

an optimumwas found close to q = 0.65 (see Fig. 11). In addition to the intrinsic transmission of theGPIB, the injection400

through the narrow opening has also been observed to be a key point for the global transmission. This last point can401

be tricky as it is not perfectly reproducible from one measurement to another if the source has been switched off in402

between. This is probably due to the combination of thermal effects playing on the aligment of the beamwith respect to403

the beamline axis and of the small opening of the first quadrupole triplet. A record transmission efficiency of 96(1)%404

was observed in CW mode after patiently optimizing all the optics upstream from the GPIB but transmissions above405

70% are routinely achieved without much effort. The transmission was also studied with an extraction at 3 keV and406

similar efficiencies were observed. It is also worth noting that this transmission curve is not much affected by the beam407
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Figure 10: Emittance measured with an electrical sweep type emittance scanner before (a) and after (b) the GPIB in the
horizontal plane (x, x′) at 30 keV. The absolute color scale is not directly comparable between the two images as the control
and command system was modi�ed in between to help reduce the �uctuations. A much shorter time was thus necessary to

obtain the same statistical precision on each point. The
√

6-RMS emittance (95% of the ions) is 18�.mm.mrad before the
GPIB while it is only 3�.mm.mrad after. The same reduction is observed in the vertical plane with quite similar pictures.
During these measurements, the beam current was 1.2 nA.

current up to at least a few nA, the measured curves fitting inside the bounds of the "long-term fluctuations" of Fig. 11.408

The experimental transmission data is plotted as a function of buffer gas pressure in Fig. 9 only above 0.16 Pa409

(10% of the range of the He flow controller). At this value the number of collisions is large enough to disturb the ion410

motion but not to cool it efficiently leading to a very poor transmission. The latter then improves as the cooling gets411

more efficient with increasing pressure as expected from the simulations. We did not investigate specifically charge412

exchange issues as it is expected to be negligible with a singly-charged potassium beam in ultra-pure helium at the low413

energies involved.414

7.4. Preliminary studies of the GPIB in bunching mode415

Though the final control system will enable switching five electrodes at a time at the exit of the GPIB the first416

bunching tests have hitherto been carried out switching only one electrode as all the fast switches needed were not yet417

available. In bunching mode, the time of flight distribution of the ions is measured either with the Faraday cup (large418

peak current) or with the MCP (if the number of ions is lower than a few 10/bunch). Typical bunch durations are in419

agreement with what was expected from the simulations with only one switched electrode (∼1 µs).420

The energy distribution can also be investigated using a retarding grid placed in front of the MCP detector. Due421

to the compact geometry of the detector and in order to avoid sparks, the grid can not be biased much higher than422
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Figure 11: Example of measured transmission of a natK beam through the GPIB in CW mode as a function of the Mathieu
q parameter (assuming m =39 u) for f = 900 kHz, P ≈ 0.8 Pa for a beam current of 300 pA (1.9 × 109 ions∕s) corresponding
to ≈ 7.5 × 105 ions inside the volume of the GPIB at once. The coloured band labelled "short-term �uctuation" indicate
the 1� con�dence interval for each measurement point while the hatched one shows an estimate of the reproducibility
based on measurements performed in apparently similar conditions but several days apart (the beamline being shut down,
restarted and retuned in the meantime). It can be noted that the transmission does not fall to 0 at the higher limit of
the �rst stability region (q > 0.908) due to the small fraction of 41K (also observed in the Penning traps) for which the q
parameter is lower meaning the true limit above which no transmission should be seen is qmax ≈ 0.908 × 39∕41 ≈ 0.95. A
measurement performed with a beam current of 2 nA (1.3 × 1010 ions∕s) is also displayed showing there is little transmission
loss if any.

2 kV. The energy spread measurements are thus performed with an extraction energy below 2 keV (downstream HV423

platform biased at a voltage >28 kV). An example of simultaneous measurements with the MCP of the time and424

energy distributions is shown in Fig. 12. Note that the observed energy spread may be somewhat overestimated due to425

inhomogeneities of the voltage in the grid plane that are currently under investigation on a dedicated test bench.426

SIMION simulations have shown the GPIB should be able to meet the requirements of the experiments foreseen427

in the DESIR hall. Either time or energy dispersion can be favoured playing especially on the timing sequence of428

the switching of the five exit electrodes. Many other parameters have nonetheless an impact on the time and energy429

distributions of the extracted ion bunch: number of trapped ions, RF voltage, shape and amplitude of the DC ramp430

inside the GPIB, width and depth of the potential well created at the end of the GPIB, gas pressure... A detailed study431

concerning the extensive tests in progress will be published later.432

8. Conclusion and perspectives433

The future cooler and buncher of the soon-to-be-built DESIR low-energy hall at GANIL has been assembled at434

LP2i-Bordeaux and tested with a 30 keV natK+ beam. The transmission and reduction of the emittance expected based435

on SIMION simulations have been demonstrated in continuous mode even with the highest beam current that will be436

authorized in DESIR. The systematic characterization of the GPIB is however still ongoing in particular concerning437

the effect of higher voltages on the performances and the different bunching modes to fit the needs of each of the setups438

in DESIR. None of the data collected so far however indicate that the GPIB would not be able to reach the requirements439

eventually. The development is at the moment focused on the coupling with the PIPERADE double Penning trap as440

the whole beamline at LP2iB is now operational. The move to GANIL is presently planned for 2025.441
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Figure 12: Time and energy distributions of natK+ bunches released by the GPIB, simply switching the �rst extraction
electrode with an extraction energy of 1.89 keV as measured with the MCP detector and its retarding grid. The cooling
time inside the GPIB was 20ms, the RF parameters were f = 999 kHz and URF = 1125V corresponding to q = 0.71 for
m = 39 u and the bu�er gas �ow was set at 50% of the controller range (≈0.8 Pa according to simulations). The energy
FWHM is ΔE = 27 eV while the time of �ight FWHM is Δt = 0.7 µs.
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